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Outreach
SPEAKER, TRAINER & FACILITATOR

Partner with local business organizations, including
Oceans, Flywheel and Start-Up Cincy, and campus
organizations, including the Office of Residence Life,
to lead training on entrepreneurship, creativity, and
women in business
IMPACT? Ask me about the Ocean Conference!

BETH
TROY
I am a creative entrepreneur dedicated to
empowering the next generation of industry
disruptors through innovative curriculum,
dyanamic experiences, and empathic connection

440.479.8726 | baroviem@miamioh.edu | bethtroy.com

Inaugural team member and curriculum co-creator,
ESP 103 & FYIC 
Founding director, course designer, and faculty
advisor - AWE
Novelist and sole proprieter - Kingsbury Publishing

Accomplishments

Awards

Presidential Medallion

Commendation, Center of Teaching Excellence

100K Gift, AWE

10K Giving Circle Grant, AWE

Commendation, Center of Teaching Excellence

2020

 

2019

 

Academic Qualifications

MA, HISTORY

Miami University, 2004
Thesis: Women's Legal Status in the Ancient Near East

MA, LITERATURE & JOURNALISM

Miami University, 2002
Recipient of Entrepreneur of the Year Award as founder of
monthly magazine, The Thread

Academic Career
INSTRUCTOR, 2016-PRESENT

ESP 103, FYIC - Miami University

Teach 120 students about the role of creativity in
making their mark in business and entrepreneurial
thinking in achieving their goals
Design a dynamic classroom environment that blends
the competitive with the collaborative, preparedness
with flexibility, and learning with fun
Collaborate with the ESP 103 and FYIC teaching
teams to deliver a singular, impactful experience
IMPACT? Ask me about my office hours!

FOUNDING DIRECTOR, 2018-PRESENT
Advancing Women in Entrepreneurship (AWE), Miami

Design and teach innovative courses that blend social
sciences, liberal arts, and best business practices to
train women to succeed in entrepreneurial
environments
Network with female founders and leaders in
entrepreneurial ecosystems for program support
Advise student organization of 80+ members
IMPACT? Ask me about Design Your Life!

Entrepreneurial Career
WRITER & PUBLISHER, 2017-PRESENT

Kingsbury Publishing

Write emergent fiction, Modern Faith Stories
Published Lu (2017) and Louisa (2020) 
IMPACT? Ask me the integration of my
entreprenuerial practice with my teaching!
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So What?
I T ' S  T H E  E F F E C T  T H A T  C O U N T S

For me, office hours are the job, and it's through them that I can tell whether I'm teaching in a way that resonates
with my students. If class is where they learn, office hours are well they feel seen and heard. In office hours, I
create an environment of connection, mentorship, and inclusion: 

"Professor Troy goes above and beyond to create a welcoming, inclusive, and productive space for students like myself to succeed. Her
office culture fosters growth, insightful feedback, professional development, networking, and an unmatched motivation to keep learning.
She inspires me to be a better leader and student." - Connor Moreton, Marketing and Corporate Sustainability Major, Class of 2021

In this flagship course for AWE, I designed an experience where students could practice design-thinking to
envision their entrepreneurial future through interfacing with female business leaders. I built the program on a
relational, cross-generational model for women to carry forward: 

"Beyond honest, holistic exposure to many careers and lifestyles, DYL equipped me with the tools and community to rise and help
others rise with me. Female founders became my mentors; I mentored other college students, who became leaders to others. My life is
unequivocally enhanced by this program's lifelong lessons." - Danielle Nehring, Marketing and Entrepreneurship Major, Class of 2020

From Day 1, I tell my students I don't teach what I haven't practiced as a creative entrepreneur. My practice, from
problem finding to idea development and innovating within the market, informs the teaching by positioning
myself as my own test population. As such, I teach my courses with an earnest, authentic, and humble tone:  

"Beth Troy cultivates a safe environment for students to succeed and to fail. She supports students as they grow their creativity, and
offers realistic, “real-world” feedback throughout the process. She gives guidance using her own unique perspective while still pushing her
students to find their own solutions." - Elizabeth Kilbride, Marketing Major, Class of 2020

The last two years, I've partnered with Oceans to design and deliver their national conference. As emcee, I strove
to render the vision from the stage relatable and actionable. My goal was for each audience member to leave not
just inspired but empowered and ready to act on their entrepreneurial dreams:

"Beth is a great emcee. She is so sweet and does a great job with intelligently and meaningfully commenting on what's been said by the
previous speakers. And she also does a great job of not talking over the speakers in interviews. She's not driving an agenda. She just lets
them be themselves. She did it right! And she also just generally made me want to be her friend. She has great vibes. - Conference
Attender, Oceans, 2019



I T  S T I L L  C O U N T S

I  AM  A  MOTHER

Ask me about my creative ability, and I'll tell you I've
co-created three unique beings. Sarcastic and true.
Education-wise, my boys range from gifted to
developmentally impaired, We live and breathe
cognitive diversity in our home. Alternate and creative
teaching methods are a necessity and when deployed
well, minds are unleashed - for my boys and my
students.

I  A M  A  M O R N I N G  L A R K

Years ago, I realized that for my dreams to happen, I
would need to make the time. I set my alarm for 6, then
5, then 4 - a discipline I've kept for the last seven years.
It baffles people, and I see what they're saying about
sleep, but for me, it's about showing up for myself. It's
about testing whether a word can make a sentence can
make a chapter can make a book. I encourage my
students to do the same - not 4AM, necessarily - but to
find and set aside time to bring action to their
entrepreneurial dreams in non-negotiable, daily ways.

R E S U M E
The B-Side

In ESP 103, we talk about
where creativity comes from. In
AWE, we talk about the root of
confidence. Both grow from our
experiences, history, and habits -
much of which doesn't make the
resume cut, but plays as vital of a
role in what we bring to a
community. I would be remiss to
not mention my B-Sides. 

I  A M  A  W A Y F A R E R

My father went to school for business and became a
businessman. My mother went to school for education
and became a teacher. My sister went to school for
engineering and became an engineer. I went to school
for English and then for History. I've worked in for-
profit and non-profit companies, starting initiatives
wherever I go. I've taught college classes for 18 years in
everything from Women's Studies to Literature. To
others, it might looked random, but for me career
development is about curiosity, innovation, and risk. I
infuse this intrinsic learning mindset to my classes in the
FYIC, instilling confidence in my students to figure on
their own and to modify what they've figured. Creative
problem solving starts with ourselves, with us as the
working prototype.


